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How to use EET to upgrade biogas?
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What other methanogens
are implicated in EET?

Methanogens associated with EET

DIET

M. harundinacea DIET
M. concilii DIET
Methanosaeta spp. WE
Methanospirillum hungateii DIET
Methanoplanus petrolearius DIET

DIET

Methanobacterium sp. IM1 ZVI
Methanobacterium palustre WE
Methanobrevibacter spp. WE

M. maripaludis KA1 ZVI
and Mic1c10 ZVI
Methanococcus voltae DIET

Original tree by Ohtomo 2013
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New potenJostats

Geobacter sulfurreducens on a cathode
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Cyclic voltametry – 3 redox couples
Full Paper
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Fig. 7. (A) Representative cyclic voltammetry (1 mV/s) of
-0.235
biofilm starved of electron donors for 24 h, showing baselinesubtracted data. (B) Comparison of baseline-subtracted peak
heights for two independent films subjected to increasing scan
rates, showing linear dependence on the square root of scan rate.

biofilm development, we were able to quantify apparent

redox proteins, or their redox proteins are not yet in optimal
contact with electrodes, analogous to how many bacteria
require retraction of type IV pili or flagellar motility to
overcome local electrostatic interactions and firmly adhere
to surfaces.
The factVthat
of growth following this initial attach-0.305
vs.rates
Ag/AgCl
ment phase rivaled those of planktonic cells utilizing soluble
-0.105V
vs. SHE
Fe(III)
showed
that electron transfer across this cellelectrode connection was not limiting, in terms of its ability
to carry electrons from cells to the electrode surface. This
rate could be sustained for days when the lowest levels of
inoculum were used, (Fig 1B), and was never affected by
removal of planktonic bacteria. Individual G. sulfurreducens cells can clearly respire, generate ATP, and double as
fast using an-0.225
insoluble
(in this case an electrode) as
V acceptor
vs. Ag/AgCl
with a soluble
acceptor,
-0.025
V vs.when
SHEthe surface area and attachment is not a limiting factor.
While the first layers of cells experience near-optimal
conditions, the slowing rate of anodic current increase as
colonization progressed revealed a developing limitation to
electron transfer as multiple cell layers were added. A
simple hypothesis for this could be the transition from
daughter cells being able to expand in two (sideways or
upwards), to only one (upwards) dimension, limiting the
area available for new colonization. The final plateau in
current density suggests the existence of a barrier to
accumulation of a biofilm beyond this thickness. Multiple
researchers have proposed !proton escape" from the thickVening
vs. Ag/AgCl
biofilm as a key factor in this limit [44 – 46]. This
Vcalculation
vs. SHE explains forces that oppose charge transfer, and
agrees well with many experimental observations. It does
not explain why these high rates of respiration (e.g., the high
current/unit protein) are not resulting in progressively
thicker biofilms. To explain this phenomenon, cells may be
responding to the lack of available expansion (within the
biofilm) or attachment (on top of the biofilm) sites, or may
be expending significant metabolic energy to compensate
for local pH differences.
We observed no evidence for a dramatic change in the
redox interface, or model for electron transfer between cells
and electrodes at any phase of growth. At all time points, the
rate-controlling electron transfer process was centered at a

growth rates, yield,
and electron transfer
rates by this model-0.4
-1
-0.8
-0.6
metal-reducing bacterium at different growth stages and
across a range of thermodynamic conditions. In general,
these experiments reveal an early phase where this pathway
must be established, and a subsequent network of redox
proteins connecting cells to surfaces that is remarkably
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